Product Development

We take customer opinions as the starting point of our
business activities and deliver products and services that
meet customer needs.

Brother’s unique management system for value creation
The Brother Group practices an original management system called the “Brother
Value Chain Management” (BVCM) and delivers superior products and services
to customers based on the “At your side.” spirit.
In the Concurrent Chain of BVCM, the product concepts created in the Demand
Chain are given a concrete shape. Product simulations and focus group testing
by intended users are run again and again before and after prototyping. Through
this process, we develop and design our products speedily while ensuring
high product quality. The production engineering department designs optimal
production lines to deliver our products at the right time for our customers.
Respective departments concurrently work toward the commercialization of
products while sharing information with each other to swiftly address customer
needs with our products.
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Brother’s efforts to listen to customers’ opinions and understand their usage environments lead to
products that satisfy their needs

▲ Interview with customers

▲ A n employee conducting a wearability test
of the prototype when getting on and off a
customer’s delivery truck
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